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DETERMINATION OF THE DECOMPOSITION TIME OF HEXOGEN
UNDER THE EFFECT OF SMOCK WAVES
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V. N. Bogomolov,
and A. Ia. Apin

A. D. Msrgolin,

ABSTRAC7
A method for determining the decomposition delay after
the action of a plane, flat-topped shock wave upon hexogen
A layer of hexogen was set on one surface of
is described.
a polished metal plate with precisely parallel surfaces.
The other surface of the plate waa mounted on the end of a
booster charge.
The thickness of the metal plate was chosen
ao that a shock wave entering the hexogen would have uniform
pressure over a given time interval.
When the shock wave
ran through the hexogen layer and reached the free surface,
a rarefaction wave (characterized by decreasing pressure and
temperature) formed and ran in the opposite direction.
If
the delay in initiation was longer than the time required
for circulation of shock and rarefaction waves (back and
forth) through the hexogen, an explosion did not occur.
The
critical thicknesses, hcritj of the hexogen layers in which
explosions occur, were determined.
Shock waves of various
intensities were applied.
The delay time waa determined by

Ih crit/D

T*

(D+C-U)/C

,

where C is the velocity of sound in compressed matter, D is
the velocity of the shock wave, and U ia the maas flow velocDetermination of decomposition
ity behind the shock wave.
delay in explosive mixtures (under the action of pressurea
greater than 100 kbar) was based on analysis of the dependence of the detonation rate upon the cartridge diameter.
Experimental results obtained for compressed and crystallized
hexogen initiated by shock waves with intensities of 120 to
205 kbar are presented and diocusaed.
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